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The Nature of Organizational Leadership 2002-02-28
the quality of an organization s top leaders is a critical influence on its overall effectiveness and continuing adaptability yet
little current research examines leadership within the context of organizational structure such as how leaders influence
organizational performance in those key moments when an executive s action is critical to driving the organization forward
this book represents a significant contribution to the literature of leadership combining a contextual approach to
organizational leadership with an in depth treatment of the cognitive social and affective dynamics underlying that
leadership the nature of organizational leadership using an interdisciplinary approach that draws from the work of
scholars in both management and psychology provides a much need organizational perspective on the problems to
confronted by top executive leaders and the requisite behaviors attributes and outcomes necessary to lead organizations
effectively

On the Nature of Organizations 1983
how do organizations develop maintain and advance their organizational capabilities and knowledge what happens
between intention and outcome what are the processes information flows coordination control and communication systems
involved what is the influence of the institutional context upon the evolution of corporate competences the purpose of this
book is to offer both theoretical analysis and detailed evidence from a number of studies at the levels of individual firms
sectors and broader international patterns these enable a richer understanding of the processes involved and highlight
their contributions to business performance the book includes chapters from leading international researchers with
detailed analyses of the auto pharmaceutical electronics and financial services sectors it presents novel theoretical insights
into the relationships between organizational structures and organizational capabilities the patterns of accumulation of
technological knowledge and the management of competence building in changing markets
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The Human Nature of Organizations 1964
the book offers a full and wide ranging analysis of the nature and extent of the organisational changes and of the role
played by employability in the new production contexts its strengths lie basically in its multidisciplinary approach which
enables the phenomenon of organisational change to be observed from different angles and in its commitment to a balance
between the pursuit of theory and its empirical underpinnings in summary this is a well grounded and argued work both
theoretically and empirically and will be of interest to anyone wishing to understand the complex nature of organisational
change and especially to those who even though organisational change may not be their central object of study or concern
nonetheless seek to understand the rich and complex debate concerning processes of organisational transformation as a
necessary starting point for the analysis of the broader process of transformation of a model of society amparo serrano
pascual transfer i do not mean to propose any prescriptions for the problem of employment in our time i leave that to the
many fine specialists in the field who have contributed to this book i find this an excellent and thought provoking volume
that i hope will shed light on a theme of vital significance for people everywhere for it is in work that people find happiness
and fulfilment and meaning from the preface by carlos cavallé university of navarra barcelona spain new technologies
global markets and increased competitive pressures mean that companies are having to reinvent themselves reappraise
their competitive strategies and rethink the ways in which they organize business activities this timely book illustrates how
changes in strategy can translate into organizational changes within the firm itself and can influence the relationship
between the firm and their employees and collaborators the authors provide a broad theoretical and empirical assessment
of these complex changes their effect on the nature of employment and the consequences for both employers and
employees they develop a framework that encompasses the interaction between the strategic reactions of businesses to a
changing environment and the restrictions imposed by social institutions a key theme of the book is that we are now living
in an age of transition where concepts such as job security which have played a crucial role in society are no longer valid
indeed the importance of the research presented in the book is underlined by the social and political implications such
changes will undoubtedly bring significantly the authors view the subject matter from an interdisciplinary perspective
applying tools from the fields of organizational behavior sociology and psychology
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On the Nature of Organizations 1983
in human nature and organization theory sigmund wagner tsukamoto challenges the conventional wisdom that
organizational economics is an amoral and empirically incorrect science he treads new ground regarding the behavioural
portrayal of human nature i

The Nature and Dynamics of Organizational Capabilities 2001-11-29
the nature of leadership includes the most important areas of leadership in a concise and integrated manner with impactful
contributions from the most prominent leadership scholars and researchers in the field editors john antonakis and david v
day provide an in depth exploration of the major schools of leadership as well as emerging perspectives this fully updated
text includes new material examining followership gender power identity culture and entrepreneurial leadership the text
concludes by unpacking philosophical and methodological issues in leadership such as ethics and corporate social
responsibility the third edition has been fully revised and includes new vignettes examples statistics and recommended
case studies and ted talk type videos to illuminate the essence of leadership

Strategy, Organization and the Changing Nature of Work 2001-01-01
organizational citizenship behavior its nature antecedents and consequences examines the vast amount of work that has
been done on organizational citizenship behavior ocb in recent years as it has increasingly evoked interest among
researchers in organizational psychology no doubt some of this interest can be attributed to the long held intuitive sense
that job satisfaction matters authors dennis w organ philip m podsakoff and scott b mackenzie offer conceptual insight as
they build upon the various works that have been done on the subject and seek to update the record about ocb
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The Nature of Organizations 1983
the emerging knowledge economy is prompting decisive changes in the organization of business firms corporate
hierarchies flatten under the impact of ict and the need to delegate decision rights the boundaries of the firm shrink under
the impact of outsourcing and viable relational contracting however we still know very little about the mechanics and
manifestations of this process killian mccarthy maya fiolet and wilfred dolfsma s the nature of the new firm breaks new
ground in our understanding of changing economic organization it will appeal not only to theorists of the firm but also to
management scholars and sociologists interested in organization nicolai j foss copenhagen business school denmark the
nature of the new firm presents a number of studies on the blurring of boundaries within and between organizations and
institutions globalization has created new ways of doing business new institutions to oversee them and has introduced a
spectrum of new protagonists to the international arena scholars and practitioners have been challenged by the evolving
environment to find new ways to interact and in the process many of the traditional boundaries that have existed within
and between organizations and institutions have become increasingly blurred this unique compendium sheds light on these
and other topics on the question of change both within and between organizations and institutions the contributors have
expertly combined the insights of some of the biggest names in the fields of economics business and strategic management
both present and future and in doing so offer scholars a tailor made up to date study on the topic of economic change this
book will prove to be a compelling read for students scholars and policymakers of international business industrial
organization and strategy

Organization of a Bank 1954
this volume of research in the sociology of organizations explores the institutional macrofoundations of action providing an
array of insights into the constitutive and contextualizing powers of institutions and an agenda for further exploration of
these themes
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Human Nature and Organization Theory 2003
in values nature and culture in the american corporation distinguished ethicist william frederick explores issues of
fundamental importance to all who aspire to conduct their business affairs ethically he begins with an examination of the
three value systems in business that are basically incompatible and therefore in constant tension the first is the need for
managers to efficiently allocate resources for maximum profits the second is the natural tendency for managers in pursuit
of the first goal to accumulate power for its own sake the third is the desire for people in the community to create
relationships that will perpetuate these communities frederick brings in a range of ideas and concepts from the social
sciences as well as the natural sciences to illuminate his discussion in the final section of the book he explores a range of
issues of current concern to managers including corporate culture and technology

The Nature of Leadership 2017-09-05
this unique and canadian introductory resource describes and examines the fundamental challenges faced by organizations
within the canadian business context it contains a comprehensive set of materials including up to date cases readings and
examples that present conceptual frameworks ideas and theories integrating the work of management scholars
researchers and practitioners the use of business illustrations drawn from the canadian popular press also enhance critical
thinking skills and provide opportunities to apply concepts in real business contexts

Organizational Citizenship Behavior 2005-06-15
an overview of significant research into the roles and working characteristics of managers is supported by case histories
describing the professional activities of five top executives
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The Nature of the New Firm 2011
the nature of contemporary organisation development od is often written about by both scholars and practitioners yet
there is little evidence of these descriptions or debates on key issues having been based on reliably collected data this book
compares academic and practitioner perspectives on the profession of od in the uk and how it has evolved over four
decades the research which informs this book was designed to investigate similarities and differences in the perspectives
between these two communities where practitioners and academics views varied in the data reasons for this are explored
in this book through the theory lens of institutionalism fashions fads and the dissemination of management ideas the
empirical data in how od has evolved in the uk in the underpinning research to this text was gathered through content
analysis of job advertisements from over a four decade period this provided information on changes in the magnitude in the
take up of the profession in the uk as well as significant developments in the content of the job roles over the period it will
not come as a surprise to find that american thinking dominates in od as it does in many other domains of management
what is a surprise is the extent to which od practice in the uk is so very different from what the academics tell us it is this
book also identifies the extent to which institutional theory is at play in the development of professions with agency is a
driver in shaping professions this manifests itself in terms of the perceived interests of what will give leverage for success
in practitioner and academic careers the nature of contemporary organization development is key reading for researchers
scholars an practitioners alike of organizational change and development organizational studies management philosophy
and related disciplines

On the Nature of the Project as a Temporary Organization 2002
allcorn assistant dean and chief financial officer texas tech u health sciences center school of medicine examines aspects of
the literature on organizational dynamics leadership groups at work organizational structure and related topics from a
psychoanalytic perspective with the goal of suggesting a way of understanding organizational life and work experience that
will allow for a more informed and proactive approach to management individual chapters examine organizational
resistance to change organizational fragmentation the role of goals in the workplace the nature of incentives leadership
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pathology forms of violence in the workplace the role of the human psyche in the workplace organizational membership
selection psychological experience of glass ceilings and other organizational surface phenomenon the presence and nature
of mysticism in the workplace and the narrative of workplace histories publisher

Macrofoundations 2020-11-26
this set features two texts edited by professors j steven ott and lisa a dicke the nature of the nonprofit sector third edition
features classic and current readings on the existence forms and functions of the nonprofit sector understanding nonprofit
organizations third edition features classic and current readings as well as case studies on the crucial issues in the
management of nonprofit organizations

Values, Nature, and Culture in the American Corporation 1995-09-21
recipient of the 2013 top edited book award by the organizational communication division of the national communication
association usa this timely collection addresses central issues in organizational communication theory on the nature of
organizing and organization the unique strength of this volume is its contribution to the conception of materiality agency
and discourse in current theorizing and research on the constitution of organizations it addresses such questions as to
what extent should the materiality of texts and artifacts be accounted for in a process view of organization what part does
materiality play in the process by which organizations achieve continuity in time and space in what sense do artifacts
perform a role in human communication and interaction and in the constitution of organization what are the voices and
entities participating in the emergence and stabilization of organizational reality the work represents scholarship going on
in various parts of the world and features contributions that overcome traditional conceptions of the nature of organizing
by addressing in specific ways the difficult issues of the performative character of agency materiality as the basis of the
iterability of communication and continuity of organizations and discourse as both textuality and interaction the
contributions laid out in this book also pay tribute to the work of the organizational communication theorist james r taylor
who developed a view of organization as deeply rooted in communication and language contributors extend and challenge
taylor s communicative view by tackling issues and assumptions left implicit in his work
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The Nature of Management and Organizations 2002-01
this volume features a series of essays which arose from a conference on economics addressing the question what is the
nature of the firm in economic analysis this paperback edition includes the nobel lecture of r n case

The Nature of Managerial Work 1973
understanding experience at work especially in organizations that have toxic leaders and dysfunctional organizational
dynamics is a multidimensional undertaking that must include in depth perspectives informed by psychosocial theory this
may be best accomplished by relying on complementary theories to account for what is found and experienced in our
organizations and in particular a better understanding of why this is happening why did she do that why did he say that
why did a group react the way they did why is critical in terms of understanding organizational dynamics our lives at work
in large complex and multidimensional organizations are saturated with experience some of which is fulfilling and some
are of a darker nature that arises from the presence of toxic leaders and dysfunctional organizational dynamics
understanding these toxicities and dysfunctions and their effect on organization members is approached by first raising
their awareness at the beginning of the book before providing psychosocially informed insights that form a basis for
understanding and organizational change in the following sections this book explores these work life dynamics by
grounding them in concrete examples and then using complementary psychoanalytically informed perspectives to
illuminate their underlying often unconscious nature filling an important gap in management and organizational literature

The Nature of Contemporary Organization Development 2018-03-30
the business environment in which organizations operate is now changing rapidly and will change even more rapidly in the
future survival for firms today therefore depends on the ability to anticipate and respond to these changes the necessary
nature of future firms is an insightful look into the landscape of the dynamic business of the future it describes this
landscape clearly and credibly and makes explicit the organizational attributes and management practices firms must
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possess to be among the ranks of the future firms

Leading Organizational Change 2009
the management of organizational resources is extremely difficult managers face serious and complex challenges when
managing the required resources for the benefit of their organization this book presents a unique approach that aims to
tackle these management challenges this approach is based on four propositions that together form a solid frame

Organizational Dynamics and Intervention 2005
from cathedrals to cubicles people go to great lengths and expense to design their living and working environments they
want their spaces to be places where they enjoy being reflecting who they are and what they care about the resultant
environments in turn become loud albeit unvocal leaders for people occupying those corresponding spaces the design and
use of work and living spaces typifies and thematizes expectations for the group essentially the architecture of rooms
buildings and cities creates cultures by conveying explicit and implicit messages this is evident when people approach and
walk into st basil s cathedral in moscow the forbidden city in beijing the sydney opera house in sydney australia the jewish
museum in berlin or the rothko chapel in houston to name some examples while leaders oftentimes lack the resources to
have their spaces mirror the greatest architectural achievements of the world they are in a position to use the art and
science of architecture at whatever scale is available to their advantage the creative and intentional use of space and place
advances and promotes cherished values and enhances organizational effectiveness this book explores the essence of good
architecture and establishes relevant connections for leaders and managers to strategically design and use the
organizational workplace and space to support their mission and purpose and create aesthetically meaningful work
environments it equips leaders to be culturally astute on what defines good architecture and to incorporate principles of
beauty in their leadership practices accordingly and will be of interest to researchers academics professionals and students
in the fields of leadership organizational studies and architecture theory and practice
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The Nature of the Nonprofit Sector and Understanding Nonprofit
Organizations 2015-07-28
this text provides perspectives on the way in which gender plays a role in leadership dynamics and ethics within
organizations it seeks to offer new theoretical models for thinking about leadership and organizational influence most
studies of women s leadership draw on an ethics of care as characteristic of the way women lead but as such it tends
towards essentialist gender stereotypes and does little to explain the complex systemic variables that influence the
functioning of women within organizations this book moves beyond the canon in exploring alternative paradigms for
thinking about leadership and gender in organizations the authors draw on the literature available in systems thinking
systemic leadership and gender theory to offer alternative perspectives for thinking about the ways women lead the book
offers invaluable theoretical perspectives and insightful narratives to graduate students and researchers who are
interested in women s leadership gender and organization it will be of interest to all women in leadership positions but
specifically to those interested in understanding the systemic nature of leadership and their role within it

Organization and Organizing 2013-05-02
this book discusses the semiotic and ethnographic bases for organizational analysis including the related fieldwork issues
confronting the investigator it explains the importance of rhetorical dramaturgic and phenomenological strategies for the
study of organizations the arbitrary and culturally based connections in which organizations abound require an
understanding of the particulars of cultural scenes first observed later conceptualized through semiotic theory
organizational communication includes a series of examples from applied semiotics research in nuclear regulatory policy
making truth telling regulatory control by among others the police and risk analysis these data provide the basis for a
critique of the limits of earlier analyses of organizational change such as those offered by structuralist theories dr manning
concludes with an assessment of the postmodernist ethnographic strategies that have evolved as a response to a larger
representational crisis and of the implications of these strategies for the study of organizational culture
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The Nature of the Firm 1993
change is a constant in today s organizations leaders managers and employees at all levels must understand both how to
implement planned changed and effectively handle unexpected change the fifth edition of the organization change theory
and practice provides an eye opening exploration into the nature of change by presenting the latest evidence based
research to discuss a range of theories models and perspectives on organization change bestselling author w warner burke
skillfully connects theory to practice with modern cases of effective and ineffective organization change recent examples of
transformational leadership and planned and revolutionary change and best practices to successfully influence change this
fully updated new edition also includes a new chapter on healthcare and government organizations offering practical
applications for non profit organizations

Managing Toxic Leaders and Dysfunctional Organizational Dynamics
2024-04-29
this volume explores and enhances our understanding of how stress and well being at work can change over time

The Necessary Nature Of Future Firms : Attributes Of Survivors In A
Changing World 2004-06
proceedings of the twenty second international conference on knowledge culture and change in organizations hosted by
the alvernia university 14 15 january 2022 the conference featured research addressing the following special focus
organizational memetics nature centered perspectives on organizations and annual themes organizational intangibles and
tangible value what are the intangible drivers which determine the livability of organizations for insiders and their
credibility and attraction to outsiders knowledge economies as the constant ours is the era of the knowledge economy but
when has this not been the truth organizations as knowledge makers what is this nebulous thing knowledge and how do
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organizations create innovate and manage it the value of culture and the demand of change how do we guide change to
social stakeholder and market dynamics grounded in principles of ethics equality and care for those in our organizations
and the societies we live in

Organizational Resource Management 2015-11-05
designing stress resistant organizations demonstrates in a persuasive way how computational organization theory can be
applied to advance the field of management with its successful integration of theory and practice at the theoretical level
the book contains a comprehensive computational framework called dycorp which simulates dynamic and interactive
organizational behaviors by incorporating multiple factors such as organizational design task environment and stress and
which generates consistent and insightful propositions on organizational performance the book utilizes an organization
science based approach to computational modeling this approach recognizes the limit of human cognition as it was
outlined by herbert a simon in 1947 the model strives to focus on the essence of the reality that is most relevant to the
research issue this approach has been proven to be more beneficial for us to understand the underlying dynamics of the
phenomenon

Architecture and Leadership 2022-12-12
this annual series presents fundamental research on the theory and practice of management volume 7 contains articles
presented at the 2001 meeting of the international conferences on advances in management icam held in athens greece
icam s goal is to be truly comparative in terms of the broad scope of management perspectives in the broad ranging
locations of its research as well as its application and in its comparisons of findings methodologies and operational
definitions this volume exemplifies icam s objectives part 1 organization theory learning and effectiveness revisits the
management theory jungle reports on the development organizational learning capabilities in europe encourages
organizational learning through cultural diversity and reviews the role of corporate parent part 2 behavior and attitudes in
organizations considers the relationships of religion to organizational citizenship and whistle blowing behaviors identifies
antecedents of misbehavior among nurses and social welfare workers and uses process framework as a method to depict
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encroaching processes and change in organizations part 3 international and cross cultural management looks at various
issues of management abroad topics include the dimensions and levels of power bases and their relationships to
subordinates compliance and satisfaction in the u s and south korea the relationship between empowerment and quality of
work life in mexico and case studies of organizational intellectual capital in china part 4 management in the public sector
turns attention to efforts to recognize and build on differences in public administration part 5 managing human resources
addresses the nature of researcher values in human resource management and considers recent publications in
mainstream human resources in order to isolate the patterns of research part 6 role of research in management discusses
the need for processual thinking it presents a list of factors contrasting two views of management the classical view and
the process view of management this volume will be of particular interest to corporate executives economists and labor
studies specialists

Leadership, Gender, and Organization 2011-04-23
method the nature of nature is the first of several volumes exposing edgar morin s general systems view on life and society
the present volume maintains that the organization of all life and society necessitates the simultaneous interplay of order
and disorder all systems physical biological social political and informational incessantly reshape part and whole through
feedback thereby generating increasingly complex systems for continued evolution these simultaneously complementary
concurrent and antagonistic systems require a priority of love over truth of subject over object of sy bernetics over
cybernetics

Organizational Communication 1992-01-01
this volume is part of the ongoing collaboration between the rmc series and the socio economic institute for firms and
organizations iseor a french intervention research think tank co directed by henri savall and véronique zardet building on
an earlier collaboration on the iseor approach socio economic intervention in organizations the intervener researcher and
the seam approach to organizational analysis iap 2007 buono and savall bring together over 30 talented intervener
researchers to explore and examine the ongoing evolution of the socio economic approach to management seam this
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volume revisits the application of seam in the context of intervention challenges in the wake of the recent economic crisis
and the disruptive change that has taken hold across the world the basic foundation of seam built on the idea of strategic
patience the need to undertake holistic intervention in organizations and the challenge to get organizational members to
listen to themselves through what they refer to as the mirror effect has remained the same in response to economic and
organizational pressures in the current environment however there has been a concomitant emphasis on helping client
organizations achieve short term results while still maintaining focus on the long term many ideas that have become part
of the current discourse within iseor today were not as explicitly addressed in the initial volume from the destructive effect
of the taylorism fayolism weberism tfw virus to the need to focus on ways to ensure the sustainability of a seam
intervention the growing importance of collaborative interactions between external and internal consultants and the
growing importance of cocreating knowledge with client firms and organizations

Organization Change 2017-03-16
employee organization linkages the psychology of commitment absenteeism and turnover summarizes the theory and
research on employee organization linkages including the processes through which employees become linked to work
organizations the quality of such linkages and how linkages are weakened or severed the text identifies the determinants
of employee commitment absenteeism and turnover as well as their consequences for the individual work groups and the
larger organization the book also presents conceptual models on how employees become committed to decide to be absent
from and decide to leave their organizations human resource practitioners managers employers and industrial
psychologists will find the book very informative and insightful

Examining and Exploring the Shifting Nature of Occupational Stress and
Well-Being 2021-09-06
a highly effective guide to the use of organizational politics using strategies and tactics derived out of scholarly research
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Organizational Memetics 2022
the practice of managerial leadership describes a total system for managing organizations this practical system is made up
of a integrated set of principles practices and procedures the concepts in the system are logical and consistent and have
been developed over 50 years by dr elliott jaques and his colleagues in 15 countries through continuing consulting
research work in organizations dr jaques called this system requisite organization he chose the term requisite to describe
this integrated theory of how organizations work best because requisite means as required by the nature of things the
ideas contained in requisite organization theory and practice flow from the nature of things the nature of people the nature
of work and the nature of the relationship between the two nancy lee worked with dr jaques for more than two decades
and he edited the material in this book for accuracy in providing a detailed description of requisite organization managerial
hierarchies exist to get work done in order to achieve their goals achieving these goals requires an organization that is
appropriately structured competent individuals at each organizational level and procedures and practices that facilitate the
work this book deals with organizations that employ people managerial hierarchies where accountability is delegated
through the organization from the owners board members people are employed within these managerial hierarchies as
individuals not as teams or as partners to do the work required the material in the book is largely focused on the role of the
manager because that is where most of the guidelines are needed in order to accomplish the work of the organization it is
the work of managers that determines the results achieved with the available resources requisite practices enable decisive
accountable value adding managerial leadership throughout the organization there is also information on the roles and
accountabilities of non managerial subordinates each employee needs to understand fully his or her own role and the
organization s structure and practices all of the principles in requisite organization are intended to enhance trust between
employees in the organization and employees and the organization trust and understanding are further enhanced in
requisite organization by the explicit definition of commonly used business terms such as work role and manager that are
generally ill defined and ambiguous describing requisite practices and procedures in a consistent language that everyone
understands provides clarity about what should be done and how to do it the book contains a glossary defining important
words and concepts used in managerial work this book is written for managers in all types of managerial hierarchies
including commercial not for profit and governmental the ideas are equally useful for managers at all levels in
organizations the principles and practices about managerial leadership described in detail in this book have been tested
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and put into practice in organizations throughout the world this book introduces the material contained in dr jaques books
social power and the ceo and requisite organization a total system for effective managerial organization and managerial
leadership for the 21st century as well as his series of video tapes about requisite organization the chapters in this book
are organized in a manner similar to the videotapes so that they can be used together if desired the videotapes can be
ordered from cason hall publishers at 800 448 7357 chapter one describes the basic concepts of requisite organization
chapter two deals with human capability chapter three describes working relationships and chapter four discusses the
organization structure required to establish work and functions at the right level in the organization and chapter five
describes

Designing Stress Resistant Organizations 2003-05-31
critical and accessible the new edition of this bestselling textbook offers valuable insight into contemporary management
practices and encourages readers to reflect on the realities of the workplace work and organizational behaviour takes a
unique and well rounded approach exploring key theories and topics through the lenses of sociology psychology ethics and
sustainability firmly embedded in the latest research and the wider geopolitical environment this new edition places ob in
the context of climate change the rise of unstable working conditions and the impact of new technologies a strong suite of
pedagogy supports student learning demonstrating key theories in action and preparing readers for the real world of work
cases and features illustrate contemporary organizational practices and their impact across the world in a range of
industries with streamlined content an improved structure and an enhanced focus on leadership work and organizational
behaviour is an essential companion for ob modules at undergraduate postgraduate and mba levels new to this edition new
chapters on work and the gig economy and human resource management new decision making scenarios helping readers
to develop practical leadership skills 200 new references to recent academic literature inclusion of important
contemporary topics including covid 19 and the gig economy coverage of new technologies including the impact of ai
robots remote working and big data increased coverage of corporate social responsibility and ethics new end of chapter
cases reality of work features and globalization and organization behaviour features accompanying online resources for
this title can be found at bloomsburyonlineresources com work and organizational behaviour 4e these resources are
designed to support teaching and learning when using this textbook and are available at no extra cost
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Current Topics in Management 2018-02-06

The Nature of Nature 1992

The Socio-Economic Approach to Management Revisited 2015-05-01

Employee—Organization Linkages 2013-09-17

Political Behavior in Organizations 2009

The Practice of Managerial Leadership 2007-05

Work and Organizational Behaviour 2020-11-18
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